"der deutsche Michel". As we approach the fiftieth anniversary of the founding of the Federal Republic and the tenth anniversary of the unification of Germany, there is good reason to reflect on the recent evolution of the Michel and to use the insights gained to illuminate discussions about contemporary German affairs in our own courses.
0 In this discussion I will first comment on a particular depiction of Michel in ten editorial cartoons without aspiring to author a comprehensive account of the subject, and then suggest a few strategies for working with these cartoons in the Here the twin Michel are building a wall through an enclosed space, allegorically representing Germany. In the very same year Koehler drew the most famous and poignant illustration of the topos 0 :
Figure 22
Koehler not only foretells the geopolitical fission of Germany, but also the ensuing psychological alienation. words, "peculiarities"-a development that recalls the second frame in Figure 2 . Finally, the interiorization of the wall in the shape of a heart signifies deepseated feelings whose existence may well be more sinister than that of any physical wall.
What is tacit in this cartoon finds its "unheimlich offen" verbal expression in the following work. 15 Here the emergent signs of division ("W" and "O") have been reified as the frequently pejorative neologisms "Wessi"
and "Ossi" 16 :
Figure 66
It is instructive to contrast this cartoon with This upbeat cartoon revives the hope realized provisionally in Figure 4 and suggests that the 
